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integration. In another example, he notes that West Point, which trains officers, targets women's enrolment at about 15% to reflect the ratio of women in the military. That sounds noble; but he notes that West Point tries (and has so far failed) to recruit African Americans at a rate reflecting their representation in the recruiting-age population. Were the same rule applied to women, he writes, they should make up half the class. West Point spokesman Francis DeMaro declined to comment on goals linked to gender or ethnicity, instead providing numbers on the most recent entering class (16% women, 10% African Americans) that seem to bolster Matthews's argument. "We strive to ensure our cadet population is representative of the soldiers they will lead, " says DeMaro.
Matthews stumbles a bit when talking about the importance of psychology in understanding foreign cultures. He praises the Human Terrain System, the well-intentioned but troubled US programme that embeds social scientists into teams that deploy with the military (see Nature http://doi.org/bxmgsw; 2011). Matthews engages in the same kind of oversimplification of cultural knowledge that underlies the problems facing these teams. He recalls how a US military commander in Iraq learned that arriving heavily armed at meetings with community leaders was a "major social blunder" (as it might be, of course, in most cultures).
By focusing on the progression of weapons, Parker misses the point at which physics was overtaken by other fields, including psychology, as disciplines crucial to warfare. But Matthews, in focusing so closely on current and future applications of psychology, omits mention of one of most important military psychologists.
In the 1960s, the US Department of Defense's Advanced Research Projects Agency hired psychologist J. C. R. Licklider to create a behavioural sciences office. It was his unique insights into how man would interact with machine in the future that laid the foundation for ARPANET, the precursor to the Internet. Today, networked computers are as key to military command and control as they are to modern society. It could be argued that, thanks to Licklider, military psychology has already revolutionized war. Whether it will help the United States to win future wars is another matter. ■
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Research Projects Agency will be published in 2015. e-mail: sharonweinberger@gmail.com S cott Stossel is, in his own words, a "quivering, quaking, neurotic wreck". He is frightened of flying, vomiting and cheese. He has thrown tennis matches from a winning position just to get off the exposed stage of the court, and struggles to control his bowels. For three decades he has been a regular in the offices and clinics of psychiatrists, psychologists and psychoanalysts, and a testing ground for whatever treatment, drug or quack therapy they thought might bring some relief.
Stossel is also a married father of two and editor of The Atlantic magazine. His terrific book My Age of Anxiety is his attempt to reconcile those two worlds, and offers an unsparing and unsentimental look at a subject that many keep hidden: mental illness.
Stossel suffers from anxiety, a condition that he identifies early on as tricky to define. Is anxiety the list of symptoms offered by psychiatrists? The biological response to threat that we share with animals? The social consequence of the shared knowledge of our mortality? Or the chemical consequence of misfiring neurotransmitters and brain circuitry?
Books exploring personal experiences of mental illness tend to be either overwrought accounts of personal trauma that shed little light on the world beyond the author's nose, or the more detached obser vations of scientists and medics. It is rare to find works that bridge these objectives, which is one reason that the writer Andrew Solomon achieved such success with The Noonday Demon (Chatto & Windus, 2001) , his personal and scientific account of depression. Stossel's book deserves a place on this higher shelf.
My Age of Anxiety covers all the academic ground one would expect. We get the biological idea that anxiety is an unsuited modern deployment of an atavistic fightor-flight physiological response to threat, the psychological basis for conditioned responses -that anxiety is a learned, if inappropriate, fear -and the nascent attempts to link mind and body through brain scans and genetics. With help from some friendly neuroscientists, Stossel finds he has a variant of the SERT gene implicated in anxiety.
Stossel is also aware of current controversies in psychiatry. He gives fair voice, for example, to both sides in the debate over the usefulness of pharmaceuticals, talk therapies and the shift from viewing anxiety as a social and philosophical issue to a disorder of chemical and electrical signals.
And he shows his skills as a writer with colourful and moving accounts of traumatic personal episodes. As a child and adolescent he suffered extreme separation anxiety and, aged 13, would wake the neighbours and ask them to call the police when his parents were out. The treatments were often equally grisly. Given an emetic syrup to make him vomit as exposure therapy to rid him of his phobia, he endures only hours of severe nausea and painful retching.
Stossel addresses the heterogeneous ingredients of anxiety by trying to cover them all -as if a sense of completeness alone can bind them together. His policy of full disclosure may not always be to everyone's tastes: an anecdote of a blocked toilet and a meeting with John F. Kennedy Jr, for one, feels gratuitous. But the approach also offers useful reminders of the human cost of taking strong positions on the use of drugs and other areas of scientific and medical uncertainty. Poised between a psychiatrist who puts him on drugs and a therapist who urges him to abandon them, Stossel finds himself lying to the therapist to spare her feelings when he returns to the psychiatrist.
One of Stossel's motives is the hope that the book might bring him peace. Still, he writes, "If it's relief from nervous suffering that I crave, then burrowing into the history and science of anxiety, and into my own psyche, is perhaps not the best way to achieve it. "
We should all hope it works: the man is due a break. ■
